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Eagle Eye
Secure
Fully encrypted video and meta data
Encrypted during transmission and at rest
Complete privacy encryption

Reliable
Intelligent bandwidth management
Local and off-site recording
Redundant video and meta data storage

Flexible
Supports ONVIF and analog cameras
Dedicated iOS and Android mobile apps
Fully functional in all browsers
On premise or cloud video storage

Testimonials from our Dealers
“Our customers are highly concerned about their cyber security, in addtion to their physical security.
Eagle Eye’s implementation of Two Factor Authentican ensures that our customer’s video will not be
compromised.” – Vincent Scarpelli, Tyco Integrated Security
“Eagle Eye Networks allows us to rely on our surveillance system. We’ve already protected various
customers, including Mellow Mushroom Pizzeria, from a frivolous lawsuit.” – George Mitchell, ProTecVideo
“Eagle Eye’s technology allows us to provide a much more robust network solution with the cambera cyber
hardening to lockdown the security solution in an otherwise high-risk, open environment.”
– Rich Mellott, Stanley Security

Our Customers Include:

View our website for more.

www.EagleEyeNetworks.com
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The Eagle Eye Security Camera VMS is delivered
via a few simple subscription options. These
subscriptions provide the cloud management system
and cloud recording. All subscriptions include Web
and Mobile Access. Each camera managed by a
Bridge will need a subscription.
For example, if you have a site that has 5 HD
cameras running at 720p and you want to store
7 days of video, you will need 1 Bridge and 5
subscriptions for the HD1-7 subscription. If you don’t
see a subscription that fits your needs, just ask us.
We have other options available with more storage
and higher resolution.

Extensive Compatibility with
IP & Analog Cameras

Resolution
Cloud Storage
Subscription

Analog

Resolution up to 640 x 480

720p

Resolution up to 1280 x 720

1080p

Resolution up to 1920 x 1080

7 days

30 days

7 days

30 days

7 days

30 days

SD-7

SD-30

HD1-7

HD1-30

HD2-7

HD2-30

* Longer Retention Available - Up to 5 Years *

CMVR Subscriptions
While video is stored on the CMVR, it is still securely accessed through the Eagle Eye Cloud via your
choice of web browser or mobile device. The Eagle Eye Security Camera VMS also manages the CMVRs
providing information about camera availability, system health and issuing alerts.
M-10 Subscription: The M-10 is required for each camera that does not have cloud storage. It provides
secure remote access, as well as management functionality.
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Eagle Eye Networks delivers the first on-demand cloud based security and business intelligence
video management system (VMS) providing both cloud and on-premise recording. Eagle Eye also
provides a cloud video API for integrations and application development. The Eagle Eye Platform
offers secure, encrypted recording, camera management, mobile viewing and alerts - all 100%
cloud managed.

Eagle Eye Data Center

On Demand Deployment

Encryption

Eagle Eye Networks VMS
- Access & manage video from anywhere
- No configuration or maintenance
- Unlimited simultaneous users

Location 2 (e.g. warehouse)

Location 1 (ex. main office)

Analog Cameras

Digital IP Cameras

Location 3 (e.g. branch office)

EAGLE EYE CMVR

- No computer software
- Works with all browsers
- Full mobile apps

More About Us

Overview
Eagle Eye Networks was created to make video security easier for all of us. Camera systems have
traditionally been complex, challenging for most people to manage, and costly. We are bringing the latest
modern web and cloud technologies to make cameras easier to use, more accessible, and more robust. We
believe that by doing this, we will expand the applications. We eliminate a tremendous amount of headache
by putting everything in the cloud where we can take care of it- so you don’t have to.
With the Eagle Eye Security Camera VMS, you can deploy one camera or multiple cameras – at multiple
locations – and you can do it without installing software or buying larger servers. It’s all done in the cloud on
our servers.

The Eagle Eye Difference
A Cloud Service isn’t only about where the software lives; it’s really a top to bottom approach. Most
successful cloud services in other industries have been designed and implemented specifically as a multitenant cloud services. The Eagle Eye Security Camera VMS has been developed by a team of focused
engineers with backgrounds in developing large scale cloud systems. It’s a ground up creation designed to
be multi-tenant, robust, reliable, and highly scalable. We believe that nothing like this has been built before.
The overall approach is important because it’s not an attempt to retro-fit an existing on-premise video
product into the cloud. As a cloud services company, Eagle Eye is dedicated to delivering service to our
customers. This is an important distinction from product based companies. As a services company, our goal
is to ensure that the end to end solution meets your needs.
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